
MEETINGS & EVENTS



CABARET
Cabaret is an eclectic venue hidden in the basement of The Barcelona EDITION, featuring a dramatic cocktail bar, 
a sultry lounge area with sumptuous materials, a dancefloor boasting a state-of-the-art lighting and sound system 
and a performance area with red velvet curtains and a green room. 

Elegantly suited as a private events space, Cabaret can host everything from celebrations and creative meetings 
to junkets and media productions. The multifaceted venue can also transform into a supper club with cabaret 
tables, circular banquettes and chairs upholstered in velvet for a one-of-a-kind culinary experience. 
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INFORMATION
 
Square footage: 195 m2 | 2099 ft2 
Cabaret setup capacity: 60 
Reception setup capacity: 120
Meeting setup: 25

Entertainment, cloakroom and audiovisual 
services can be reserved for an additional 
cost. 

For more information please contact the 
Event Sales team at +34 93 626 33 30  
or email events.bcn@editionhotels.com
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PUNCH ROOM
The speakeasy-inpired Punch Room brings creativity and sophistication to the Barcelona bar scene highlighting 
bespoke punches served in vintage silver bowls. The space is perfect for exclusive non-traditional meetings, 
product launches, cocktail receptions, special celebrations, social gatherings and media productions. 

Accessed by a dramatic spiral staircase, the space itself is as carefully crafted as the punches and features a 
Castilian-style pool table with a golden cloth, a black-granite fireplace, leather and green velvet furnishings and         
walnut-paneled walls lined with images from local photographer Andrea Torres.
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INFORMATION
 
Square footage: 114 m2 | 1227 ft2 
Reception setup capacity: 60 
Meeting setup capacity: 12

Entertainment, cloakroom and audiovisual 
services can be reserved for an additional 
cost. 

For more information please contact the 
Event Sales team at +34 93 626 33 30  
or email events.bcn@editionhotels.com
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THE ROOF
Located on the 10th floor of The Barcelona EDITION, The Roof is an iconic destination reflecting the best of 
Barcelona’s social and cultural milieu. Lit by dim candlelight, the sunsets at The Roof set an enchanting scene for 
an elevated experience in an enviable location in the heart of the city. Featuring unparalleled views to Barcelona
and El Born neighbourhood, The Roof is a one-of-a-kind space perfect for social and corporate gatherings and 
media productions. 

The Roof features lounge-style furniture with small tables, sofas and sunbeds upholstered in ivory, gray and blue 
tones, ipe wooden parquet, a landscaped exterior terrace with Mediterranean aromatic plants and a colorful 
bougainvillea that creates a garden atmosphere in the sky.
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INFORMATION
 
Square footage: 184 m2 | 1980 ft2 
Private reception setup capacity: 95 
Semi-private reception setup capacity: 50

For more information please contact the 
Event Sales team at +34 93 626 33 30  
or email events.bcn@editionhotels.com
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VERAZ
True to the EDITION vernacular, this spectacular bar and restaurant offers locally-flavoured event menus devised by 
Chef Pedro Tassarolo, focusing on the freshest seasonal ingredients from the neighbouring Santa Caterina Market. 
Veraz is perfect for group receptions, luncheons and group dinners. 

With oversized floor-to-ceiling windows, potted palm plants and a selection of original art pieces by renowned 
Spanish photographers, guests are captivated by an enormous central bar piece that occupies the double height 
space and glows elegantly creating a warm crepuscular light reminiscent of a Mediterranean sunset.
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INFORMATION
 
Square footage: 130 m2 | 1399 ft2 
Seated setup capacity: 52 
Reception setup capacity: 25

For more information please contact the 
Event Sales team at +34 93 626 33 30  
or email events.bcn@editionhotels.com
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PENTHOUSES
Truly above it all with floor-to-ceiling windows and unmatched panoramic views of the city, The Barcelona EDITION 
Penthouses feature a kitchenette with separated service entrance, a library/office area and large living and dining 
areas, all of which make the space ideal for exclusive board meetings, product launches, cocktail receptions, 
special celebrations, social gatherings and media productions. An elegantly furnished terrace offers vand additional
outdoor space for exceptional entertaining, while the spacious and natural-light filled interiors feature neutral color 
palettes, oak-paneled walls, custom-made furniture and local artwork by Spanish photographer Chema Madoz.
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INFORMATION
 
Square footage: 164 m2 | 1765 ft2 
Seated setup capacity on dining room or terrace: 8
Boardroom setup capacity on dining room: 8 
Reception setup capacity: 30

Entertainment, cloakroom and audiovisual 
services can be reserved for an additional 
cost.

For more information please contact the 
Event Sales team at +34 93 626 33 30  
or email events.bcn@editionhotels.com

BARCELONA PENTHOUSE SANTA CATERINA PENTHOUSE
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FOR MORE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT
+34 93 626 33 30 OR RESERVATIONS.BCN@EDITIONHOTELS.COM

AVINGUDA DE FRANCESC CAMBÓ, 14. 08003 BARCELONA, SPAIN

EDITIONHOTELS.COM   @EDITIONBARCELONA


